The contribution of functional neurosurgery to the understanding of the physiopathology of Parkinson’s disease
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ABSTRACT

Functional neurosurgery is nowadays a recognized treatment for advanced Parkinson’s disease with pharmacologically uncontrolled symptoms. This procedure brings us the unique opportunity to deepen in the knowledge of PD’s physiopathology by recording patients’ neural activity, and possibly in the future it will let us select the appropriate target and the optimal chronic stimulation pattern.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is the second most frequent degenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s Disease [1,2].

It is characterized by the degeneration of the pigmented dopaminergic neurons at the Substantia Nigra, pars compacta (SNC) and at the Ventral Tegmental Area in the mesencephalon. This degeneration produces dopaminergic depletion at the striatum, with the loss of the modulation over the neuronal circuits of the striatum and the rest of the basal ganglia [3-5].

Levodopa intake produces a spectacular and sustained effect over the symptoms of highly disabled PD patients.

It was early noted that even if levodopa constitutes an efficacious treatment to alleviate most of the cardinal symptoms of PD, chronic levodopa treatment produces motor and psychiatric complications, sometimes more disabling than the proper disease [6,7].

The motor complications arising along the evolution of PD can be divided into two main categories: those related to the pharmacologic treatment of the disease (fluctuations and diskynesias), and those related to the extent and evolution of the degenerative disease, limited first to the dopaminergic system, but later generalized.

During the last decades, the scientific community has pursued the study of the physiopathologic mechanisms of these complications and the search for solutions [8-10] and even if it is true that the clinical management of PD has notably changed [11], today the pharmacological treatment of advance PD is still a problem to be resolved.

During the mid 80s, a physiopathological model of the basal ganglia (BG) was developed, based in anatomical and neurochemical studies, which considers that the BG belong to a distributive cortico-subcortical system organized anatomically and functionally in parallel loops. This model outlines the BG circuits in two pathways, the direct and the indirect ones, with opposing effects, connecting the striatum with the output nuclei [12].

The greatest success of this model has been its ability to predict a hyperactivity of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the output nuclei Globus Pallidus internus (GPI) and Substantia Nigra pars reticulata (SNr) in the PD state, leading to an increased inhibition of the thalamocortical projections, and thus to impoverished movements.

This fact was supported by the results of lesioning the STN in the MPTP model of PD in monkeys, leading to clinical improvement and decreased extracellular action potential discharge at the STN [13]. The increased activity at these nuclei is a neurophysiologic hallmark of PD, and this finding has influenced the surgical treatment of PD, since this hyperactivity is in contrast with that of the adjacent structures, permitting its identification during the intraoperative recording [14].

2. SURGICAL TREATMENT OF PD

Besides a better comprehension of the functional or-
ganization of BG, technological advances in surgical procedures, neuroimaging and neurophysiological recordings have contributed to the increased interest in functional Neurosurgery for PD.

Generally speaking, the ideal candidate for this procedure is a PD patient, preferably under 70 years old, diagnosed more than 5 years earlier, and with the presence of motor complications resistant to pharmacological treatment, but having had any significant improvement with dopaminergic drugs, and not presenting any cognitive impairment, uncontrolled psychiatric disorder or any other comorbidity preventing him or her from a surgical procedure [15]. The surgical targets for PD are the Gpi and the STN, being this last the preferred one in most of the cases [16,17].

In order to identify the target, imaging techniques are used (merging of CT and MR), permitting a direct visualization of the structures, or an indirect calculation measuring the distances from known references and comparing them with an atlas. Later, during surgery, the recording of the neuronal action potentials through a microelectrode, implanted with the aid of a stereotactic system, confirms the location of the target nucleus, defines the somatomotor area, and delimitates the frontiers with other structures [18-21].

Once the target is identified, the surgical procedure can consist either of a thermolesion (pallidotomy, subthalamotomy), or the implantation of a macroelectrode within the nucleus that later will be connected to a pulse generator, permitting the deep brain stimulation (DBS) in a chronic way.

DBS, of which we are commemorating the first 25 since the first implant, permits the programming of the stimulator in such a way that undesirable side effects through the stimulation of structures near the target are avoided. Also, it provokes less side effects over cognitive and language aspects that the definitive lesion.

3. RHYTHM SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE BASAL GANGLIA IN PD

Thus, functional neurosurgery brings us the opportunity to study the physiology of BG in the parkinsonian human though the recording of the neuronal activity in vivo, constituting the most direct approximation to the study of the functional state of the nervous system. And this can be made in two ways: the recording of the unitary neuronal activity during the microelectrode insertion at surgery, and the recording of the local field potentials (LFP) through the implanted macroelectrode before its definitive connection to the pulse generator.

LFP possibly represent the sum of the simultaneous afferent dendritic currents of a huge number of neurons, being thus not only a measure of the activity of a neuronal group, but also of a functional state of synchrony in the postsynaptic activity of this group of neurons [22].

The analysis of the LFP in implanted patients has shown the presence of an important oscillatory activity [24-32]. The analysis of this oscillatory activity has risen a great interest in the scientific community, and even if its functional role is still to be determined, the most attractive aspect of this activity is its implication in information coding processes that promote synchrony between neurons from the same or distant areas involved in a concrete motor, perceptive or cognitive activity [33].

The study of LFP is much more profitable than that of the intraoperative activity, since it permits to explore the patient in a much more comfortable and permissive situation than inside the operating room, being it possible to study the patient while applying motor and cognitive paradigms or pharmacologic tests.

The analysis of LFP is similar to that of other signals reflecting the activity of a neuronal group, such as the electroencephalographic activity (EEG). Its most basic tool is the fast Fourier transform (FFT), which provides the power spectrum of the analyzed signal, and is a static measure, i.e., it measures the contribution of each fundamental frequency to the signal, without having into account the time factor. If the dynamic behavior, such as the changes in the oscillations at several frequencies along time, is to be measured, then the time-frequency transforms may be used. These provide a representation showing the evolution of the energy corresponding to each frequency along the time. Also, the response of the neuronal activity to a concrete stimulus or event can be recorded, determining the amplitude of the signal at a particular frequency in each sweep, and promoting the signal to obtain desynchronization (ERD) or synchronization (ERS) response patterns [34,35].

The oscillatory activity recorded in implanted patients can be characterized in different frequency bands, conventionally called theta, alpha, beta and gamma, in relationship to the frequency ranges known in EEG, although they do not correspond exactly to each other.

Since the first evidence of these bands was published in 2001 [23] a fact which was confirmed by later studies [24-32,36] was that this oscillatory activity was modulated by the dopaminergic activation state, in such a way that in the absence of medication (OFF medication) the beta band (10 - 30 Hz) was predominating in the frequency spectrum, but this situation changed after the intake of levodopa (ON medication), when the beta band attenuated or even disappeared, while a peak in the gamma frequency range (60 - 70 Hz) appeared, dominating the spectrum in ON state, even if inconstantly (Figure 1).

Besides the dopaminergic stimulation state, other studies have also demonstrated the relationship between the oscillatory activity and other clinical PD manifestations, such as rest tremor, where a dominant peak at the
Figure 1. STN Local Field Potentials power spectra from different phases of a pharmacological cycle from off to on medication, showing the predominate frequency peaks in hertz. (a) OFF medication with rest tremor; (b) OFF medication without tremor, with the characteristic beta activity (11-30 Hz); (c) ON medication with peak-dose dyskinesia; (d) ON medication with the characteristic gamma (>60 Hz) activity.

tremor frequency is found [26,38,65].

Also in those patients developing diskynesias during the ON phase [32,39,40] a tight relationship between these and the presence of a frequency band in a lower range (4 - 8 Hz) has been found. This spatio-temporal relationship is very precise, since this has been found only at the STN contralateral to the diskynetic extremities and it took place only during the ON state in the case of peak-dose diskynesias, or in the middle of the ON-OFF cycle in the case of biphasic diskynesias [32,40].

The activity in the beta range has been shown as the most consistent finding in the cortico-BG network in the
PD state, and it has been at large the most studied one.

A controversy was set up since the beginning about the meaning of this beta band, which still lingers, in relationship to whether it is only an epiphenomenon of the pharmacological status of dopaminergic impregnation, or if it really has a functional significance [41,42].

The first approximation would be to ask if the oscillatory activity in the beta range is a characteristic exclusive to the PD status, or rather it is an increase or a degeneration of the physiologic mechanisms.

Evidently, the physiopathologic interpretation of recording in PD patients is limited by the lack of a control group, since those recordings cannot be made in healthy subjects. But studies in rats and primates, and also in patients with STN recordings due to other indications [43-46], have shown the presence of this beta activity, suggesting that this activity may have a physiologic significance in normal conditions. It has been even suggested that this activity could represent a functional role in the regulation of movement, favoring the processes related to the maintenance of the postural tone, or to the coding spatio-temporal information between the groups of neurons involved in a sequence of movement [47].

In studies performed in implanted PD patients, it has been possible to relate in a more precise way this excess of synchronization of the beta band with the PD clinical features. Thus, Kuhn et al. [48], analyzed the LFP of 30 patients and their clinical features, observing that the degree of improvement in rigidity and bradykinesia, measured with the UPDRs-III scale, was correlated with the degree of suppression of the beta band in the 10 - 30 Hz range. It is interesting to note that the improvement due to DBS is inversely correlated with the beta range oscillatory activity, suggesting that DBS can suppress this pathologic activity [49-52]. Thus, Eusebio et al. [53], have registered LFP in 16 patients while they were subjected to DBS at 130 Hz. This stimulation progressively suppressed the peak activity of LFP in the frequency range of 11 - 30 Hz as the intensity of the stimulation was increased, and the suppression appeared at clinically effective intensity values.

Another way to understand the antikinetetic significance of the beta band is to analyze its behavior in relationship with an ongoing voluntary movement. Different authors [27,30,36,54-57] agree with the existence of a loss of energy in the beta band before and during a voluntary movement, followed by its increase after the movement has stopped. Furthermore, experiments based on “go-no go” movement paradigms [52], which try to cancel a pre-planned movement, show that after the alerting cue, there is a desynchronization, or loss of activity in the beta band, that decreases even more when the instruction to move (go) is confirmed. However, when the alerting cue is followed by the order to cancel the programmed movement (no go), the beta desynchronization stops prematurely. It may be thus concluded that the beta synchronization at the STN seems an important determinant as to whether enable or suppress the motor planning [30].

Up to now, all the previously shown evidences could be considered as mere correlations of the degree of beta synchronization with a clinical state or a phase of the movement process [42]. More direct evidence would require demonstrating a significant disabling of the motor activity produced by direct stimulation of the STN precisely at the beta frequency range. This has been demonstrated recently [58] in a series of 22 patients without medication who received randomly ether 20 Hz, 50 Hz or 130 Hz stimulation, while they were tested for the manual performance of a simple motor task, such as the tapping test. Stimulation at the beta range (20 Hz) worsened the motor task performance in a significant way (8%), while it was not affected by stimulation in other frequency ranges (50 or 130 Hz). This study provides the first evidence that the excessive beta synchronization could be a cause of the motor slowing, rather than an epiphenomenon. Nevertheless, we have frequently observed in the clinical practice that lowering the frequency of stimulation in implanted patients without the corresponding increase in intensity to maintain the total charge which is administered has an effect similar to stopping the stimulation, thus the intrinsic effect of frequency would be controversial (personal observation).

4. THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE OSCILLATORY MODEL

The model of functional organization we have reviewed constitutes an obligatory reference to understand the functional organization of basal ganglia. Although it has been expanded with the inclusion of other structures and pathways [59], in its original conception it considers the coding of information as an increment or decrement of neuronal firing, a point which implies a series of paradoxes difficult to conciliate with surgical results, such as that thalamic lesioning should worsen the motor state of a PD patient or that pallidotomy should worsen diskynesias, since suppressing NST or output nuclei activity should dis inhibit the thalamus.

The analysis of the patterns of neuronal activity based on oscillations could provide us a more dynamic vision about the organization of the system and its pathology: excessive beta synchronization would represent an abnormal noise signal driving the system busy and non-operative, blocking the normal information outflow through the BG and avoiding the proper selection of the appropriate motor program. Thus, surgery of BG with DBS would functionally counteract these oscillations, restoring the system and permitting an improvement of
akynesia and the suppression of abnormal movements, conciliating the classical paradox [60,61].

But besides these theoretical considerations there are other more practical ones. Contrasting the antikynetic character of the beta band we have reviewed earlier, an increase, of the gamma band (60 - 80 Hz) is associated with an improvement of the motor state of the patients in ON state, with an inverse relationship with the beta band through the on-off pharmacological cycle (32), using the motor subscale of UPDRS [62], and a synchrony with the execution of movement [25,56,57].

In new attempts to test more directly the relationship between gamma band and motor performance, recently Tsang et al. [63] examined the effect of DBS at individual frequencies. They determined the dominant frequency peaks in on and off states, and during voluntary movement. Then they stimulated at different frequencies (theta-beta-delta) and demonstrated that stimulation at gamma frequency at the intrinsic range (not the conventionally applied 130 Hz) diminishes the PD symptoms the same way as conventional DBS. Thus, in the future, a greater selectivity in DBS patterns will be used, able not only to neutralize the abnormal frequency pattern, but also to actively promote the motor ability in PD. Also recently [64] it has been precisely corroborated a fact that can be seen frequently during microelectrode recording: a rich STN recording of beta frequency isolated neuronal activity warrants a higher probability of achieving a good response when the macroelectrode is inserted at that location. These authors analyzed the recordings in 128 implanted patients, being it possible to distinguish the dorsal versus ventral border of the STN, since the dorsal region (DLOR) shows the presence of beta range oscillatory activity. They also observed an important correlation (0.67) between the percentage improvement in UPDRS with chronic DBS and the length of recorded DLOR, but not with the total length of the recorded STN (p = 0.11) concluding that the length of recorded DLOR of the STN at the implanted trajectory is correlated with the response of motor symptoms to DBS.

In conclusion, functional neurosurgery of BG for PD treatment, besides being an efficacious and safe therapeutic option for PD treatment with pharmacologically uncontrolled symptoms, brings us the unique opportunity to deepen in the knowledge of PD’s pathophysiology, and possibly in the future it will let us select the appropriate target and the optimal chronic stimulation pattern.
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